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6
The loom and the ship in ancient Greece. Shared
knowledge, shared terminology, cross-crafts,
or cognitive maritime-textile archaeology?
Marie-Louise Nosch
The protagonist couple of the Odyssey, Odysseus and Penelope, each manipulate two
large instruments all along the narrative thread: the ship and the loom. The two
instruments, as well as the two technologies, are strongly coded into a gendered
context. Ships are steered and constructed by men;1 women use the loom and construct
– weave – textiles on it.2 Both fields also have their own proper technical vocabulary,
yet as we shall see, with shared terms, movements and concepts.3
As demonstrated by Elizabeth Barber and Beate Wagner-Hasel,4 textiles can function
as gendered gifts from women, not only because of their soft and precious nature but
because only women knew the craft and could decode the textiles’ messages, conduct
quality control and verify the techniques, traditions and innovation. Likewise, ships
were constructed by men and used by men, and the naval and marine universe is
masculine and acted by male professions:5 the carpenter, the sailor, and the captain.
This division of the world into male and female activities is illustrated in the Odyssey
(7.109–110) in the ideal world of the Phaiakians:
ὅσσον Φαίηκες περὶ πάντων ἴδριες ἀνδρῶν
νῆα θοὴν ἐνὶ πόντῳ ἐλαυνέμεν, ὣς δὲ γυναῖκες
ἱστῶν τεχνῆσσαι
For as the Phaeacian men are skilled above all others in speeding a swift ship upon the
sea, so are the women cunning workers at the loom6

In her brilliant paper “The Mast and the Loom: signifiers of separation and authority”
Reyes Bertolín presents the mast and the loom as the two symbols of masculinity
and femininity in Homer’s works, standing especially for their respective authorities:
On ancient ships, see Casson 1971; Broodbank 1989; Ʃɛɣδιτσα 1940, 46–86.
I will here focus on the warp-weighted loom, see Broudy 1979, 23–37. Barber 1992.
3
Chantraine 1928. A large part of the Greek maritime vocabulary derives from the agricultural vocabulary,
another part is a vocabulary of the human body applied to the parts of the ship.
4
Barber 1992; Wagner-Hasel 2000.
5
Salviat 1978.
6
English translation by A. T. Murray 1919.
1
2
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Fig. 6.1: Penelope at her loom. Drawing of red figured Attic skyphos attributed to the Penelope painter.
Museo Civico in Chiusi. Dated c. 430 BCE.

“by setting up the mast or the loom, men and women assert their own authority and
introduce barriers to their own spaces”.7 She argues convincingly that the mast and
the loom are parts of the non-verbal communication between the male and female
characters in the Homeric epics.8 Menelaos Christopoulos, too, emphasises these
divided, gendered roles of the loom and the mast:
Le mât et le métier sont des domaines où excellent par définition la capacité et
l’ingéniosité de l’homme et de la femme respectivement; le mât pour le commandant, le
métier pour la maitresse de la maison sont les objets où se concentrent leurs occupations
et leurs préoccupations majeures.9

The gendered interpretations of Homeric epics and in particular of the loom and
the ship/mast are highly convincing and pertinent. However, in this paper I wish to
explore how the loom and the ship are not only gendered devices in early Iron Age
society but are technologically closely related, and also have commonalities in the
bodily movements we make while weaving, rowing and sailing. This can be seen in
the shared terminologies and in the morphological and technological similarities in
ships and looms. I argue that the gendered and symmetrical expressions in Homer
rest upon an underlying and deeper commonality, suggesting that the development
of the sailing ship may be based on technologies and practices taken from weaving
on the warp-weighted loom.
7
8
9

Bertolín 2008, 92.
Bertolín 2008, 93.
Christopoulos 1995, 129.
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In modern times, naval construction
and weaving are distant technologies.
Likewise, both textile and naval terminologies are quite often foreign to
most modern ears and minds; and in
academia, there is rarely joint research
on these two topics.10 However, recent
research demonstrates how weaving is
connected with other crafts. In antiquity,
weaving is often found in works of
philosophy11 and connected to singing
and narrating.12 Ellen Harlizius-Klück
demonstrates how textiles can share both
cognitive and terminological features
with mathematics, astronomy, and
Fig. 6.2: Odysseus on his ship. The Siren Vase. Red
cosmology.13 Along the same lines, this
figure Attic vase, attributed to The Siren Painter.
paper explores how ships and looms Found in Vulci, dated 480–470 BCE.
are connected cognitively, functionally,
terminologically, and technologically.
First and foremost, ships and looms have one significant common terminological
and concrete element: the sail.14 Indeed, in Greek the loom and the mast are both
called histós,15 and sails are histía, the neutral plural of histíon, a derived form with
the suffix -ion,16 meaning the woven results of the loom. The weaver is histeús. All
derive from the verb hístamai which conveys the upright nature of a mast and a
loom. From a chronological perspective we can be quite certain that looms and
weaving existed long before sails on ships.17 Thus, the ancient Greeks chose to coin
Chantraine 1928; Christopoulos 1995; Harlizius-Klück, this volume, mentions en passant this
connection between the mast and the loom when she describes her thoughts and plans when preparing
the loom for her experimental testing: “Aufgrund von Texten oder anderen Situationen, in denen
der Webstuhl und das Gewebe mit Mast oder Segel in Verbindung gebracht wurde (Pherekydes,
Panathenäen Fest), bevorzugte ich die Verwendung von Hanfschnüren und typischen Knoten aus der
Seefahrt”.
11
Harlizius-Klück 2004; Moxon 2000, 23–24.
12
Nosch 2013.
13
Wagner-Hasel 2000, 325 explores the terminological and technological connotations between tapestry
weave and metal inlay work. Harlizius-Klück 2004, 161–162, the connections between metal work and
weaving. See also Harlizius-Klück 2005.
14
Chantraine 1933, 13; Beekes 2010 s.v.; Casson 1954. Casson 1971. Kanellopoulou 1988, 104–118 about
sail terminology in ancient and modern Greek.
15
See, for example, Pollux VII 35–36. Chantraine 1933, 13; Beekes 2010 s.v.
16
Chantraine 1933, 59. The suffix –ion signals that something is related to another matter. This suffix
is widely and freely used in Greek.
17
Casson 1971; Zagal-Mach Wolfe 2013. Sails seem to appear in the Middle Bronze Age, see Nosch
forthcoming.
10
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this innovation, the sails, histía, from the instrument that made it, the loom: histós.18
An alternative term, ármena, also designates sails.19

Shared materials: Textiles in ships and wood in looms
Textiles in ships

Textiles and textile fibres are used for many purposes in naval construction, in
maintenance of ships and boats and in their use. Sails are made of cloth, and rope
made of the textile fibres flax, hemp,20 or horse-hair; caulking is made with textile
fibres or old rags. It is also worth noting that some ancient boat types have the planks
sewn together,21 illustrating an ancient connection between sewing and boat building.
Textiles are first and foremost the material for the ‘engine’ of the ship: the sail.
Ancient Greek warships used oars to navigate flexibly and fast, but also sails. And all
other types of ships, for fishing, for trade, for transport, could have one or more sails
to facilitate the transport and speed and to save human energy.
The summer season is the sailing season in ancient Greece and the strong summer
winds, especially the meltémi, would provide a near to constant aid for mobility via
sails. Most information on Classical and Hellenistic sails derives from the Piraeus naval
inscriptions. They list the ‘hanging equipment’ for warships, i.e. the textile and rope
equipment for the Athenian fleet of the late 5th and 4th centuries BC.22
Herodotus (2.96.2) writes that Egyptians caulk their ships with papyrus, and as
J. S. Morrison and J. F. Coates remark, this would typically express how different and
opposite they are to the Greeks who caulk their ships with flax.23 The mentions of
stūppeĩon, flax tow or hemp, in ancient sources is probably for exactly this purpose.
Stūppeĩon is among the materials listed with ropes in the naval inventories (IG2
1629.1151–1152). It was sold on the market in Athens (Aristoph. Knights 129, and IG2
1570.24 and 1572.8). Demosthenes (47.20) reports an occasion when there was a need
to dispatch a naval expedition, but the ships were not in a state to leave the harbour
because they lacked equipment, and neither sailcloth, rope nor stūppeĩon could be
purchased immediately in Piraeus. Polybius (5.89) tells that after an earthquake in 224
The loom is called hístos in 1st millennium BCE Greek, and most probably also in the Late Bronze Age
Mycenaean Greek because we have attestation to occupational titles for Mycenaean weavers, both male
i-te-we, histewes, and female i-te-ja-o (genitive plural histeiāōn). The Mycenaean loom would then be *i-to.
It would not be unlikely that Mycenaean sails were called *i-ti-ja, given that sail technology was well
developed in the Bronze Age as can be seen on Minoan frescoes and seals (Casson 1971, figures 34–53),
and given that no fundamental changes in textile technology or sail technology occurred from the Late
Bronze Age all through the 1st millennium BCE. We may assume that this continuity of sail technology
was accompanied by continuity in sail terminology.
19
The term occurs also as early as Hes. Op. 808 with the meaning of ‘sails’. ἄρμενα also denotes tackle,
literally ‘what has been fitted out’, ‘equipment’, a substantivisation of ἄρμενος from ἀραρίσκω (Beekes
2010 s.v.). It also has a verbal derivative: ἀρμενίζω ‘to sail’.
20
Blümner 1875, 293.
21
http://catnaps.org/Islamic/boays.html and http://www.worldofboats.org/collection/view/146/36.
22
Gabrielsen 1994.
23
Morrison and Coates 1986, 185.
18
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Fig. 6.3: Stitched boat. From http://www.worldofboats.org/boats/view/146/36/stitched.

BC in Rhodes, Ptolemy promised to deliver materials to re-establish the fleet: timber
for 10 pentēreis and 10 triēreis, 40,000 cubits of pine planking, 3000 talents of bronze,
3000 talents of stūppeĩon, and 3000 pieces of sailcloth. If the total sailcloth is for the
delivered 20 ships, that means 170 pieces of sailcloth for each pentēreis and 130 pieces
of sailcloth for each triēreis.24 This would entail that sails were made of many smaller
pieces of fabric stitched together or used in differently sized sails. This again would
explain the plural form histía. Thus ships, in antiquity, required large quantities of
textiles, at least in Hellenistic times.

Wood in looms

An ancient Greek loom consists of a wooden construction of uprights, beams and
sticks which govern and facilitates the mechanisation of weaving. Most elements
of the ancient Greek loom have clearly Greek etymologies such as antíon for the top
beam, exastís or díasma for the starting border.25 Other parts of the loom have no Greek
etymology and may be of Semitic or unknown etymology.26

Morrison and Coates 1986, 186.
For the hypothesis of a common etymology of these two terms as derived from ἄττομαι see Stefanelli
1983, 403–419. Harlizius-Klück 2004.
26
See suggestion by Barber concerning certain elements of the loom with non-Greek etymologies. Barber
1992, 281: “The terms for the mechanization of the weaving process are also without Indo-European
etymologies”; Del Freo et al. 2009, 359.
24
25
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Fig. 6.4: Warp-weighted loom. From Harlizius-Klück 2004.

A very concrete joint material condition between looms and ships is the fact
that timber and long beams of wood are necessary for both, but are not available
everywhere in Greece. Especially on the islands and in coastal regions, timber was
a much-desired commodity.27 When beams and timber of more than 1m length are
needed, a natural place to search for them would be in the workshops where boats
were constructed. In the general economy of resources, it is therefore easy to imagine
that looms would be constructed from old wooden ship parts, heddle bars from
broken oars, cloth beams from mast parts etc. This can be confirmed in collections
of historical looms which contain wooden ship parts.28 These historical looms also
include hoists and tackle from ships which are reused and inserted in historical looms
to lift the heddle frame and warps and fix them at a certain level in the horizontal
treadle loom. These historical looms illustrate very well the recycling of wood and
the similar shapes and techniques of the ship and the loom.

Salviat 1978 on the types of wood for ships.
The workshop in Plaka, Athens, SEN Heritage Looms. This was kindly pointed out to me by Greek
colleagues Kalliopi Sarri and Sophia Tsourinaki, Athens.
27
28
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Fig. 6.5: Looms made of ancient parts of ships, from Piraeus, 20th century CE. Plaka, Athens, Courtesy SEN
Heritage Looms. Photo by the author.

Textile terminology – naval terminology
Pierre Chantraine has highlighted how a ship is compared to the human body:29
“Beaucoup de pièces de gréement, beaucoup de parties du bateau évoquent l’aspect
d’une partie du corps”.
However, in the following I will demonstrate how individual parts of the ship – the
mast, the mast feet, the anchor and the oar blades – can be compared terminologically
and mechanically to weaving.

The spindle of the ship

Menelaos Christopoulos has correctly demonstrated how especially the mast is
embodied: it becomes the embodiment of the captain and this is translated into the
technical naval terms: the mast stands on a heel (πτέρνα), the middle of the mast
is called the throat (τράχηλος) and torso (θωράκιον).30 The latter is often termed
crow’s nest in modern English, however, the uppermost part does not have a bodily
29
30

Chantraine 1928, 8.
Christopoulos 1995, 125.
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denomination but is called by textile tool terms.31 Apart from the above-mentioned
shared word for loom and mast, histos, a ship’s mast is called by a textile tool term,
the spindle, in Greek ἠλακάτη32 or ἄτρακτος. In his Onomasticon Iulius Pollux describes
a ship and notes (Poll. I.91):
καὶ τὸ μὲν ὑποδεχόμενον τὸν ἱστὸν ληνός καλεῖται, τὸ δὲ ἐναρμοζόμενον αὐτῷ πτέρνα,
τὸ δὲ τελευταῖον τὸ πρὸς τῇ κεραίᾳ ἠλακάτη καὶ θωράκιον καὶ καρχήσιον, τὸ δὲ ὑπὲρ τὴν
κεραίαν ἄτρακτος, οὗ καὶ αὐτὸν τὸν ἐπισείοντα ἀπαρτῶσι.
And what accommodates the mast below is called the ληνός, and the accommodated
part is called πτέρνα; and the top of the apex is called ‘spindle’ (ἠλακάτη), ‘crows-nest’
(θωράκιον) and mast-head (καρχήσιον), and the part below the apex ‘spindle’ (ἄτρακτος)
where the mast head streamer hangs.

The scholia to the Argonautica by Apollonius of Rhodes (Apoll. Rhod. I.565) explain
in similar terms:33
ἠλακάτη · τὸ τοῦ ἱστοῦ λεπτότατον καὶ ὑπέρτατον, ὑπὲρ ὅ ἐστι τὸ καρχήσιον. Ἕως
οὖν, φησί, τοῦ ἄκρου τοῦ ἱστοῦ ἀνείλκυσαν τὰ ἄρμενα […]. Φησὶ δὲ Ἐρατοσθένες ἐν τῷ
Ἀρχιτεκτονικῷ , ἱστὸς πτέρνη καρχήσιον θωράκιον ἠλακάτη κεραία ἴκριον ἠλακάτη δὲ τὸ
ἀνώτατον τοῦ ἱστοῦ μέρος, ὥς φησιν Ἐρατοσθένες.
‘Spindle’ (ἠλακάτη): the thinnest and uppermost part of the mast ; above is the masthead (καρχήσιον). The point at the top of the mast to where they haul up the sails, as
the poet says […]. Eratosthenes says, in his work Architektonikos, (that the) mast (is
composed of) the heel (πτέρνη), the mast-head (καρχήσιον), the crow’s-nest (θωράκιον)
the ‘spindle’ (ἠλακάτη) the small sail (κεραία) and the yard (ἴκριον). The ‘spindle’
(ἠλακάτη) is the uppermost part of the mast, according to Eratosthenes.

Asklepiades of Myrlea gives a similar description, reported in Athenaios XI, 49:
Τοῦ γὰρ ἱστοῦ τὸ μὲν κατωτάτω πτέρνα καλεῖται , ἣ ἐμπίπτει εἰς τὸν ληνὸν, τὸ δ’οἷον
εἰς μέσον τράχηλος τὸ δὲ πρὸς τῷ τέλει καρχήσιον […].Ἐπὶ δὲ τοῦ θωρακίου εἰς ὕψος
ἀνήκουσα καὶ ὀξεῖα γιγνομένη ἐστὶν ἡ λεγομένη ἠλακάτη
For the lowest part of the mast is called πτέρνα which is placed into the ληνός, that
which is to the middle is (called) τράχηλος, and what is at the end is the καρχήσιον,
(mast-head) […].
On the crow’s nest (θωρακίου) reaching the top and becoming pointed is the so-called
‘spindle, ἠλακάτη.

There was in antiquity, as today, quite some confusion as to what the exact function
and shape of a distaff is (the firm, pointed device which holds the fibres ready to be
spun) and a spindle (the pointed and rotating device, with a spindle whorl, used for
spinning). In textile terminology in ancient texts too, there is a certain confusion
between ἠλακάτη and ἄτρακτος, and modern translations also mix them up.34 The
31
Cartault 1881,175: “d’autre part, ἄτρακτος, signifiant fuseau tandis que ἠλακάτη veut dire quenouille,
ce sont des mots bien voisins l’un et l’autre par le sens”.
32
This term is generally translated in Liddell-Scott-Jones as distaff. It is, however, also possible to
translate it as spindle, that is, the turning device which produces thread. See Del Freo et al. 2010, 355–356.
33
Mooney 1912.
34
Michel and Nosch 2010.
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examples above show that the comparison between spindle/distaff and the upper part
of the mast is not based on the spinning function or the spindle’s rotating qualities
but on the pointed nature of both spindle and distaff. This may explain why ancient
authors here seem to use both types of textile tool terms indifferently.

Feet of the loom – feet of the mast

There is also a parallel technical and functional terminology between the ‘feet’ of the
loom, histópodes,35 and the ‘foot’ of the mast is called ἱστοπέδη. Eustathius and two
lexicographers explain the term the following way:
Eustathius (ad Hom. Il. 1710, 28):
ἱστοπέδη δὲ ἢ ὁ τόπος ᾧ ἐντίθεται ὁ ἱστός, ἢ ξύλον ὀρθὸν ᾧ προσδέδεται ὁ ἱστός
Mast-foot is either the place into which the mast is placed, or the straight (piece of)
wood to which the mast is attached.

Suidas s.v.:
ἱστοπέδη · ξύλον ὀρθὸν ἀπὸ τῆς τρόπιδος ᾧ προσδέδεται ὁ ἱστός
Mast-foot: straight (piece of) wood, from the keel, to which the mast is attached.

Hesychius s.v.:
ἱστοπέδη · ξύλον ὀρθὸν ἐπὶ τῆς τραπέζης ᾧ προσδέδεται ὁ ἱστός
Mast-foot: straight (piece of) wood, on the cross-bench, to which the mast is attached.

Weaving swords and oar blades

Another identical term is used for the device to weave and to row a boat: σπαθή
(spathé). Rowing functions by the oar blade, in Greek σπαθή (Lyc. 23), literally ‘sword’;
likewise, the weaving sword, σπαθή, a flat wooden blade, is used by weavers in the
upright loom (Aischylus Ch. 232, Plato Ly.208d).
When rowing and weaving are paused, the oar is rested in the crutch of the ship,
and the heddle bar rested in a similar device, and the loom’s top beam rests on the
crotches, as can be seen on the loom illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Loom-weights and anchors

Loom-weights are called agnúthes, a term without Greek etymology, or they are called
‘stones’, laiai.36 They are either literally stones, or their equivalent made from baked
clay. An anchor is called ἄγκυρα, ánkyra.37
Pollux VII 36 and X 126 describes the lower parts of the loom by this term.
Del Freo et al. 2010, 358.
37
It is generally thought to derive from ἀγκύλος ‘bent, curved’ but Beekes s.v. doubts this association
and suggests a Pre-Greek formation. According to Pierre Chantraine 1928, 5, ánkura is probably IndoEuropean but he notes: “il est frappant qu’ils aient donné un nom de structure indo-européenne à un
outil sans doute égéen”.
35
36
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Fig. 6.6: Drawing of Icelandic loom by Soemundur Magnusson Holm, dated 1778. Onto the uprights (1) are attached
crotches (2) holding the cloth beam (4); below are other grip devices (9) holding the shed bars and heddle rods
(8). Note the weaving sword (22) placed to the right of the loom. Royal Library, Copenhagen.

Here, too, is a striking functional and visual similarity between the ship and the
loom. An anchor is a weight that holds a rope in tension, and a loom-weight holds
the tension of the warp thread. They both consist of thread/rope and a weight
providing adequate tautness. Certainly, these functionalities of loom-weights and
anchors occur in very different contexts; anchors and loom-weights also come in very
different shapes and sizes; some of these shapes are functional, some are culturally
determined.38
38

Andersson, Mårtensson, Nosch 2009.
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Fig. 6.7: Photo of oar crutch on the Oseberg Ship, Norway, 9th century CE.

Fig. 6.8: Photo of loom-weights from Virunum in Austria. Reproduced with the kind permission of Kordula
Gostencnik.
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Fig. 6.9: A selection of loom-weights from Kommos dated LM I–III, published in Kommos I.2, plate 4.5.
Reproduced with the kind permission of Maria and Joseph Shaw.

However, it is striking that throughout antiquity, we find a range of similar shapes
for anchors and loom weights, suggesting that the ‘weight on a string’ may also be
conceptually and cognitively defined. In classical Athens, the same shape is chosen
for the loom weight and for the anchor: the pyramidal shape with a hole in the top,
and to the people of classical Piraeus, who conceptualised and designed ships in the
5th and 4th centuries BC, it seemed appropriate to cut out stone anchors in the same
shape as the pyramidal loom-weights that were used in contemporary households.39
Honor Frost considers the pyramidal anchor types, such as those on display Hellenic Maritime
Museum in the Zea harbour/Piraeus and in the Piraeus Archaeological Museum. On display today and
also observed in 1959 by Frost in the previous museum, see Frost 1989, 99.

39
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Fig. 6.10: Overview of anchor types in Ugarit. From Frost 1969, 245.
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Fig. 6.11: Selection of pyramidal stone anchors presented in Frost 1989, 108.
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In Crete where the warp-weighted loom is in use throughout the Bronze Age,40 we
have finds of anchors as well. Five stone anchors, dated to LM III or perhaps earlier,
are pierced boulders or slightly shaped into a truncated triangular shape.41
Much research has been conducted on the topic of stone anchors especially from
the Bronze Age eastern Mediterranean.42 Honor Frost distinguished between Ugaritic
anchors which are rectangular with three piercings: one for the rope at the top, and
two at the base to hold wooden flunks. Byblos anchors are pyramidal with “a single
piercing at the apex and above is a groove to keep the rope in place”.43 An overview of
Ugarit anchors, however, shows that there are pyramidal, spherical and rectangular
ones as well.44
When anchors are found incorporated in architectural structures on land, such as
in the Temple of Baal at Ugarit, a dating is possible, but the anchors found in the sea
can only be approached by stylistic parallels. The impressive discovery off the coast
of Haifa of 15 pyramidal ‘Byblian’ anchors is dated by archaeologists to the Middle
Bronze Age but could also be later.45
The pyramidal anchors are particularly striking as parallels for loom-weights,
although this seems to have hitherto gone unnoticed. Their pyramidal shape is
interpreted as reflecting functionality,46 and even as an ethnic or cultural marker.47

Commonalities between weaving, sailing and rowing: cognitive textile
and ship archaeology and technology
The weaving implement used for inserting the weft, in modern English the ‘shuttle’, is
in ancient Greek the kerkis.48 In medieval Latin, however, this textile tool is called a little
ship, navicula, in modern French navette, German Schiffchen or Weberschiffchen. Indeed
this weaving tool moves back and forth while weaving, like a little ship from coast to
coast, and it bounces up and down, over and under the warp threads, like a boat on the
waves of the sea, when weaving on a horizontal loom.
Andersson Strand and Nosch (eds) 2015. Cutler forthcoming.
Shaw and Blitzer 1983, 91–100.
42
Frost 1970, 55–62. Frost 1969, 235–242; McCaslin 1980. Interestingly, in publications on anchors, data
on weight is rarely missing while regrettably nearly always absent in publications on loom-weights.
43
Frost 1970, 57.
44
Frost 1969, 235–245, especially 245.
45
Galili 1985, 143–153.
46
Frost 1989, 98 for a remarkable functional parallel to port wine bottles (!): “Within this general context,
it was almost as a side issue that I drew attention to a neglected phylum of anchor: the pyramidal
stone. These were anchors whose shape well qualified them for use on oared ‘long’ ships. The design is
reminiscent of the broad based Port-wine decanters introduced into the British Navy in the 18th century:
unlike ordinary bottles they cannot topple over in heavy seas”.
47
Frost 1970.
48
The kerkis is a textile tool associated with the warp-weighted loom, sometimes translated as shuttle,
(which has the inconvenient association of the flying shuttle in the mechanical loom), but Barber 1992,
273–4, and Moxon 2000 suggest that the kerkis was the pin beater for beating up the wefts or the shed
bar. I thank Giovanni Fanfani for this information.
40
41
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Regarding rowing and weaving, there seems to exist a joint conceptual and
technical idea of the loom and the ship in their increasing development of oars and
sheds, respectively: the simple boat with one row of oars can be compared to the loom
with one natural shed for weaving tabbies. The oar and the shed bar are handled and
pulled with the hands in similar movements, back and forth. In the Iliad, warships
have such a single row of oars. The appearance of the two-level galley is known in
Greek as diērēs, or bireme.49 After this came the famous triērēs ‘three-fitted’, with three
rows of oars. The addition of rows of oars required a new manoeuvring system but
also provided new possibilities for speed and flexible manoeuvre. The ship’s technical
developments from the single row to three rows of oars can be compared to the
loom’s consecutive evolution from tabbies woven with a single, natural shed, to the
addition of beams for heddles and additional sheds for twills. Two heddle bars will give
a 2/1 twill, three heddle bars a 2/2 twill. The additional heddle bars would speed up
weaving and, as on the ship with additional oars, and provide new technical options.
Both new technologies become common in the first part of the 1st millennium BC.
In Artemidorus’ work Oneirocritica (The Interpretation of Dreams), 3.36, of the 2nd
century CE, a loom appearing in a dream becomes the symbol of a ship’s mast:
εἰ <δέ> τις πλέων ἱστὸν ἴδοι, ἡγείσθω τὴν κατάρτιον ὁρᾶν. ὅ τι ἂν οὖν περὶ τὸν
ἱστὸν ἀποβαίνῃ, τὸ αὐτὸ καὶ περὶ τὴν κατάρτιον ἔσται. συνεργὰ δὲ τὰ εἰς ὑφὴν ἱστοῦ
παρασκευαζόμενα πολλὰς φροντίδας καὶ σύγχυσιν πραγμάτων σημαίνει, ὧν ὀψὲ καὶ μόλις
ἔσται διάκρισις· ἕως μὲν γάρ ἐστι συνεργά, συγκέχυται καὶ ἀδιάκριτά ἐστιν· ἐπειδὰν δὲ
ὑφανθῇ, εἰς τὴν οἰκείαν ἕκαστον κατατεταγμένον χώραν καὶ τὴν εὐχρηστίαν παρέχει.
If anyone at sea dreams of a loom, he should be aware that it signifies the ship’s mast.
And whatever happens to the loom, therefore, will also happen to the mast. Implements
attached to the web of the loom signify many anxieties and complications of affairs
which will be resolved at length but with great difficulty. For as long as the implements
remain, the threads are mixed up and hard to separate. But when the weaving is
completed, everything is arranged in its proper place and is ready to be used.50

Shared semantic fields of sailing and weaving
The Greek verb analúo, ἀναλύω, to un-tie, un-do, un-loose, is in the epic the verb
used for Penelope’s unravelling of the woven web at night (Od. 2.105, 109). Aristotle
uses the verb to describe the unwinding of silk filaments from a cocoon (Aristot. Hist.
an. V.19.6). It is also the verb ‘to analyse’, for analytical thinking and to investigate
analytically (Aristot. NE 1112b20; Plut. An seni Mor. 792d), as Ellen Harlizius-Klück
highlights.51 The same verb is used for lowering and undoing the sails on a ship, and
for weighing the anchor. In Od. 9.178, Odysseus weighs anchor:
ὣς εἰπὼν ἀνὰ νηὸς ἔβην, ἐκέλευσα δ’ ἑταίρους
αὐτούς τ’ ἀμβαίνειν ἀνά τε πρυμνήσια λῦσαι.
49
50
51

Casson 1971, 57–58.
Translated by White 1990.
Harlizius-Klück 2004.
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As I said, I went into the boat and ordered the partners
to get in and loose the ropes from the back part of the boat

Clothing a ship: Sails and clothes
Due to their common woven construction, ancient Greek has a series of words meaning
both clothing and sail. Thus, in a technical, practical and metaphorical sense, ships
are dressed in clothes when sails are set. The clothing term σάγος, σαγίον (Lat. sagum)
means a coarse soldier’s cloak, and from this term the Byzantine Greek σακολέβα
is constructed, meaning square sails, and τὰ σαγολαίφεα is attested in Eustathius
1980.9 with the sense of ‘sails’.
Moreover, στολίς or στολή, which means ‘garment, robe’ in the 5th century BCE, for
example in Euripides (Phoen. 1491), but also takes the sense of ‘sail’ in the Anthologia
Palatina (10.6), and the verb στολίζω ‘to sail’ exists already in Hesiod, Op. 628.
The clothing term ὀθόνη in the plural form means fine linen clothes and clothing
already in Homer (Od. 7.107; Il. 3.141, 18.595) but gains the sense of ‘sails’ in Hellenistic
Greek literature, see for example Anthologia Palatina 12.53.8, and in Lucian’s 3rd century
CE comedy Ζεὺς Τραγῳδός (Iupp. trag. 46) the term ὀθόνη means ‘sail’.
φώσσων or φώσων means a coarse linen garment, used in Egypt, according to
Pollux (7.71) in 2nd century CE, but earlier, in the 3rd century BCE, the Hellenistic poet
Lycophron employs the term in the sense of sails (Lyc. 26) and even ‘with nine sails’
(Lyc. 101).
The shared terms for sail and clothing are further attested in the shared term for
the garment fibula and for the hooks or pegs attaching the ship’s ‘dress’, the sail.
perónē is the metal device for attaching a garment, often translated fibula or pin.52
On a ship, the perónē designates the pegs in the planking and in the sides of the ship,
for attaching the rope of the sail:
Schol. Apollonius of Rhodes (I.565) explains:
Περόνῃσi δὲ τοῖς πασσάλοις τοῖς κατὰ τὰ σανιδώματα καὶ τοὺς τῆς νεὼς τοίχους , ἐφ’ ὧν
τὰ τοῦ ἀρμένου σχοινία δεσμεύουσιν
Perónai designates the pegs in the planking and in the sides of the ship, onto which the
ropes of the sails are fastened.

Discussion, observations and conclusions
For the construction and maintenance of any kind of ship, textiles, rags and textile
fibres – both flax, hemp and wool – are necessary materials. Likewise, for weaving,
52
Brøns 2014, however, noted that several terms designate the cloth pins/fibula: “The ancient Greek
terms for dress-fasteners are πόρπη, περόνη, περονίς and ψέλλιον, all usually interpreted as fibulas,
while the usual term for a pin to fasten garments is βελόνη. However, it is important to keep in mind
that these terms not necessarily were the only ones used to designate these items. There are thus several
well-known terms to describe the pins and fibulas, but in written sources, they are rarely discussed in
any detail and often mentioned only in passing”.
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a wooden structure and mechanism is necessary. In this paper I focused especially
on the technology of the warp-weighted loom since it holds a series of significant
common features with a ship: the loom-weights/anchors, the rows of heddle bars/
rows of oars, the movements of weaving and rowing, the weaving sword and oar blade,
the similar fork-shaped device for resting a beam: the crutches for resting oars and
the crotches for resting beam and heddle bars.
The motion of weaving by beating the weft threads up resemble the fighting
movements of warriors, and the weaving sword and the warrior swords are gendered
beating devices with the same name in Greek, σπαθή. The same word is also given to
oars which beat into the water and create the motion of the boat.
In Athens, at the Panathenaic festivals, an iconic event was the procession
transporting the péplos to the acropolis and to the Parthenon to offer to the goddess
Athena Polias. In the 4th century BCE, the tradition seems to evolve into a ship
procession, and the péplos becomes the size of a sail suspended from the yards of
the mast of the Panathenaic Ship. Thus, in Athens, a particular political and ritual
nexus existed between the loom, textiles, ships and sails. The ship with a péplos/sail
epitomised the notion of the shared knowledge and techniques, and demonstrated
the parallel uses of the instruments loom and ship. I argue that this nexus is based
on the common knowledge of quite practical issues such as the need for lengths of
timber and beams and the mechanisation via ropes and thread in both the ship and the
loom, sailing and weaving. This nexus seems to have great antiquity; the nomination
of the mast as ‘loom’ and the nomination of sails with a term derived from the loom
illustrated the proximity of weaving and setting sails. Both weaving and sailing have
their own semantic fields of technical language which are both solidly embedded into
the Indo-European vocabulary, with relatively few pre-Greek inherited words or loans
from contemporary Semitic languages.53
These communalities between the loom and the ship belong to the terminology
of cultural technology as it is coined by especially scholars of the French school such
as the archaeologists and anthropologists A. Leroy-Gourhan and P. Lemonnier.54 It is
worth asking with Leroy-Gourhan whether textile technologies and naval technologies
are universal dynamics that operate together, not only in ancient Greece. So far the
terminological expressions can be apprehended scattered in different Indo-European
languages, but it is beyond the scope of the present paper to explore the global
terminological data. We can see that the nexus of loom and ship is concretized and
materialized in ancient Greece, and expressed in terminology and shared metaphors.
It is also worth mentioning a shared tradition of dedicating anchors and loom-weights
in sanctuaries in the Bronze Age Aegean and the Levant.55 Moreover, both anchors
and loom-weights can carry short inscriptions and signs.56
Chantraine 1928; Barber 1992; Del Freo et al. 2010.
Leroi-Gourhan 1943 and 1945; Lemonnier 1992.
55
Frost 1969, 235–242; McCaslin 1980; Poursat 1980; Davaras 1980. Twin anchors are placed together in
Temple 2 in Late Bronze Age Kition, Cyprus.
56
See, for example, McCaslin 1980, 37 and Ambrosiani 2000 on inscribed and marked loom weights.
53
54
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Despite the similarities, the loom and the ship also represent each other’s negative
and positive, two complementarities, especially in a gendered context, where
the ship is strongly male coded and the loom female coded. Their opposition or
complementarities are also expressed in the stability of the loom and the agility of
the ship. They also represent two distinct yet complementary sides of technological
developments of Greek Iron Age cultures and the material expression of innovative
thinking. Menelaos Christopoulos observed these analogies between the mast and
the loom and their gendered context:
Car, si le retour d’Ulysse est directement associé au mât de son navire, il y a, dans
l’Odyssée, un autre ἱστός auquel son sort est également lié: c’est l’ ἱστός, métier à tisser.
Plus on entre dans l’imaginaire inspiré du mât, plus on se rend compte que des analogies
constantes se présentent entre les deux: le mât, comme le métier, est le support d’une
toile; le mât et le métier sont des domaines où excellent par définition la capacité et
l’ingéniosité de l’homme et de la femme respectivement; le mât pour le commandant, le
métier pour la maitresse de la maison sont les objets où se concentrent leurs occupations
et leurs préoccupations majeures. Linguistiquement et sémantiquement apparentés, le
mât et le métier sont souvent placés au même registre, dans les catégories de la pensée
grecque ancienne.57

To Reyes Bertolín, the mast and the loom are the primary symbols of masculinity
and femininity in Homer, and they are instrumental to exercise gendered authority.58
Bertolín’s emphasis of gendered authority is well illustrated in Figure 6.1 where
Penelope delineates her private space by sitting on her chair, while Telemachos places
his spear centrally, vertically in the image, thus prefiguring the idea of standing by a
mast, with Penelope’s web as the sail. In Figure 6.2, Odysseus has tied himself to the
mast and embodies it, while the sail is pulled up around the upper mast beam like
on the warp-weighted loom. Even in this maritime scene, the woven textiles frame
the image: the upper part of the image is formed by the rolled, white sail, and the
lower edge is bordered by woven meander patterns.59
Cognitive archaeology explores in the material and technical expressions human
ways of thinking about their lives.60 It aims to reveal cognitive patterns in materiality,
and these links and patterns are understood as cognitive chains of understanding
or of learning which humans of the past traced, consciously or unconsciously.
Cognitive archaeology sees material culture as the remains of the developments of
human cognition, and I would suggest that the joint terminological and technical
commonalities between the loom and the ship are such remains, which testify to a
cognitive proximity between these two technologies in the minds of past humans.
This is then expressed in a shared terminology. Ships, looms, sails and textiles of the
past have long gone. But the words survive and still remind us of a communality that
goes deeper than the superficial division of gendered crafts, or modern categories
57
58
59
60

Christopoulos 1995, 129.
Bertolín 2008, 93.
I thank Ellen Harlizius-Klück for discussing these observations with me.
See for example the discussions in Schlanger 1994.
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of differences in crafts, or divisions based on usage fields of the item production.
Sometimes this shared terminology is simply translated from ancient languages to
modern, such as the Latin navis, boat/shuttle, which is transmitted to us as German
Schiffchen/Weberschiffchen and French navette, in 20th century with a new sense of
collective (airport) transportation, like shuttle (bus) in English. At other times, the
shared terminology simply remains in the language, but it is no longer transparent
why: examples include to warp a loom (setting up the warp) and to warp a ship (to move
a boat into a desired place or position by hauling on a rope fastened to something
fixed, e.g. an anchor.)
The parallels of a sail and clothing with a shared term can be observed for several
terms in Greek. The semantic shift seems preferably to move from ‘clothes’ to ‘sail’ in
ancient Greek. However, we also observe that one same term with a divided semantic
field for clothes/sail is preserved for a long time: In Latin, velum, plural vela, designates
the sail and the veil – a conservative parallel lasting till today’s modern French voile,
a textile covering the head or face, and the sail of a ship.
The question is how to date this semantic transportation? The warp-weighted
loom existed in Greece since the Neolithic, the boat probably too. The earliest
attestation of sails is dated 3100 BCE, and is well attested in the 3rd and 2nd millennia
iconography from Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Aegean.61 In particular, how far back
can we assume that the loom and the ship shared terminologies, and how early, and
which terminologies? Pierre Chantraine inserts the Greek maritime vocabulary into
a historical and technological reconstruction:
Dans ces notes rapides se dégage pourtant en ses traits les plus apparents la physionomie du
vocabulaire maritime grec. Les envahisseurs indo-européens, venus du nord, ont rencontré la
civilisation égéenne essentiellement maritime: mis en contact avec la mer et une navigation
organisée ils en ont profité pour tenter des aventures nouvelles. Tout n’était pas neuf pour
eux dans cette technique. Les indo-européens possédaient le nom du bateau (ναῦς) sans
doute aussi celui de la poupe et de la proue (πρυμνή, πρῷρα). Ils savaient ramer (ἐρέτης
‘rameur’, peut-être σκαλμός ‘tolet’). Mais le nom du mât (ἱστός) et celui de la quille (τροπίς)
semblent des innovations helléniques.62

Interestingly, loom-weight-shaped anchors of the Levant occur at the time of the
introduction of the warp-weighted loom in the Levant, a technology which seems
to occur from the Middle Bronze Age,63 while on the Anatolian plateau the warpweighted loom was already used in the 5th millennium BCE.64 The rich evidence of
Ugarit anchors demonstrates a range of shapes and sizes, pyramidal, spherical and
rectangular, and the earliest of the anchors at Byblos belong to structures of the
Casson 1971, figures 1–61. Broodbank 1989 on boats before sails in the Cyclades.
Chantraine 1928, 24.
63
According to Luca Peyronel, the first unequivocal attestation of loom-weights in Syria and Palestine
is documented during the Middle Bronze Age, see Peyronel 2004, 199–210. Shamir 2014.
64
Frangipane et al. 2009. See, however, Peyronel 2014 for a discussion of the introduction of the warpweighted loom in the southern Levant, with bibliography.
61
62
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23rd century BCE.65 This raises the question of cross-craft: one of the first to examine
cross-craft phenomena in the Aegean was Nancy Thomas who, when examining three
Mycenaean daggers, explicitly chose a perspective from the workshops and from
the tools, and not from the finished products or from their uses.66 This craft-driven
approach seems productive for investigating the loom and the ship as well. Thomas
highlights a cross-craft link in the use of tools since “some forms of tool handling
are transferable among materials, others are not”,67 and clearly carpentry of ships
and of looms is conducted with a similar tool handling.
Weaving, the concept of textile, and the very instrument of the loom made past
humans mount the loom on a boat; the rigging of a boat seems to be related to the
sophisticated rigging of the loom into sheds and devices for lowering and lifting thread
by systems of weight and balance. Here, too, elements of cross-craft could occur, or
at least a sharing of technical solutions between the weavers, shipwrights and sailors.
Leroy-Gourhan goes further by suggesting that in the craft processes, gestures and
tools are organised in a specific syntax,68 and in his image of craft as language, it
seems that there are syntactical correspondences between the technologies of the
ship and the loom, weaving and rowing, and naval and textile terminologies. They are
rooted in common gestures, and they are mirrored in similar shapes of the weaving
sword and the oar blade, the mast and the spindle, the garment and the sail. These
diverse commonalities unfold again in a gendered context where each side, the ship
and the loom, fall into gendered masculine and feminine spheres, respectively. In
classical Greece the gendered framework both separates them, and also highlights
their complementarities.
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